Exhibition Scavenger Hunt. Explore three exhibitions at the Art Museums of Colonial Williamsburg virtually at colonialwilliamsburg.org/virtualtours and see if you can find the match to these nine clues.

Folk Portraits
- Find a portrait with a dog with brown spots.
- Find a man wearing a yellow vest. What does he do for a living?
- Find the group portrait with a child holding a peppermint stick.

British Masterworks
- Find a painting portraying the Colony of Virginia’s namesake.
- Find a tall piece that has a hidden desk in its top drawer.
- Find a long picture made of 55 square parts.

German Toys
- Find a toy based on a story from the Bible.
- Find a toy that can “squeak” and flap its wings. Duck squeak toy.
- Find the object that helped American toy sellers buy toys made 4,000 miles away.